PROVISIONS TO AWARD LODGING CONTRIBUTION TO DOCTORAL STUDENTS

N.B.: the present English translation is provided for information only. The official text is the Italian one.

Translation of the Provisions issued with decree n. 730 of the 4th August 1997, modified with decree n. 600 of the 8th November 2007 and with decree n. 131 of the 5th February 2016
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Art. 1 – Contribution beneficiaries
1. Doctoral students enrolled in a Doctoral programme/School whose administrative seat is in Trento.
2. Doctoral students enrolled in a Doctoral programme /School whose Trento is an associated seat if they are allowed by a formal resolution of the Doctoral Programme/School Committee to attend courses at the University of Trento for at least one continuous academic year.
3. Doctoral students enrolled in a foreign University but on a co-tutelle path signed with a Doctoral Programme/School of the University of Trento. The lodging contribution may be awarded for the period spent at the University of Trento to carry out research activity.

Art. 2 - Requirements
1. To qualify for the contribution the recipient shall have a regular rent contract in the municipality, seat of the Doctoral programme/School or in a “commuter” municipality (see the attached table 1). The rent contract must be registered as appropriate, except for the arrangements written in subsequent par. 3.
2. The contribution shall be awarded against presentation of a copy of the rent contract or of an affidavit by the interested parties in conformity with art. 47 of the D.P.R. n. 445 of 28/12/2000.
3. If the beneficiary is not part of the contract nor mentioned in it, a declaration of the owner shall be submitted in addition to a copy of the contract, in conformity with art. 47 of the D.P.R. n. 445 of 28/12/2000, certifying the beginning, the end date and the monthly amount rent.

Art. 3 - Contribution amount and duration
1. The lodging contribution, whose amount is decided by the Academic Senate, can be awarded in addition to other similar contributions only if the possible resulting total amount received by the doctoral student does not exceed the rent stipulated in the contract.
2. The lodging contribution is allocated for the months foreseen in the rent contract and for the period between the 1st of November and the 31st of October and it covers the Doctoral programme duration till the end of the first year of extension (“proroga”).
3. If the beneficiary is enrolled in the first year, the contribution is awarded starting from the month in which the selection procedure decree is approved provided that requirements mentioned in art. 2 are fulfilled.
4. Periods of the rent shorter than 15 days within a given month (whether at the start or at the end of the total period of duration of the contract in question) do not establish any claim in respect of the present contribution.

Art. 4 - Contribution assignment
1. The appointed Manager determines with a formal decision the doctoral students entitled to get the contribution from year to year.
2. The contribution is paid in two six-month installments.
3. The beneficiaries of the contribution must return the money if they do not fulfill the requirements set for in this Provisions.
### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMUNI PENDOLARI (COMMUTER)</th>
<th>COMUNI FUORI SEDE (designated areas outside the municipality of Trento)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALA, ALBIANO, ALDENO, AVIO, BASELGA DI PINÉ, BEDOLLO, BESENELLO, BOSENTINO, CALAVINO, CALCERANICA AL LAGO, CALDONAZZO, CALLIANO, CAVEDINE, CEMBRA, CENTA SAN NICOLÒ, CIMONE, CIZEZZANO, DENNO, DRENA, DRO, FAEDO, FLAVON, FORNACE, FRASSILONGO, GARNIGA, GIOVO, ISERA, LASINO, LAVIS, LEVICO TERME, LISIGNAGO, LONA-LASES, MEZZOCORONA, MEZZOLOMBARDO, MORI, NAVE SAN ROCCO, NOGAREDO, NOMI, PADERGNONE, PERGINE VALSUGANA, POMAROLO, ROVERÈ DELLA LUNA, ROVERETO, SAN MICHELE ALL'ADIGE, SANT'ORSOLA TERME, TAIO, TENNA, TERLAGO, TON, TRENTO VATTARO, VEZZANO, VIGOLO VATTARO, VOLANO, ZAMBANA</td>
<td>All the towns which are not included in the &quot;commuter&quot; lists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other “commuter” towns in the province of Bolzano: BOLZANO, BRONZOLO, CORTACCIA, EGNA, LAIVES, MAGRÈ, ORA, SALORNO, TERMENO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMUNI PENDOLARI (COMMUTER)</th>
<th>COMUNI FUORI SEDE (designated areas outside the municipality of Rovereto)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALA, ALDENO, ARCO, AVIO, BESENELLO, BRENTONICO, CALCERANICA AL LAGO, CALDONAZZO, CALLIANO, CIMONE, CIZEZZANO, FOLGARIA, ISERA, LAVIS, MEZZOCORONA, MEZZOLOMBARDO, MORI, NAGO-TORBOLE, NOGAREDO, NOMI PADERGNONE, PERGINE VALSUGANA, POMAROLO, RIVA DEL GARDA, RONZO-CHIENIS, ROVERETO, SAN MICHELE ALL'ADIGE, TERRAGNOLO, TRAMBILENO, TRENTO, VALLARSA, VEZZANO, VIGOLO VATTARO, VILLA LAGARINA, VOLANO, ZAMBANA</td>
<td>All the towns which are not included in the &quot;commuter&quot; lists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other “commuter” towns in the province of Verona: S. AMBROGIO DI VALPOLICELLA DOMEGLIARA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>